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EVALUATING SEFAIRA:
A RESEARCH COLLABORATION
IN A TYPICAL ARCHITECTURE
OFFICE, ENERGY MODELING
AND ANALYSIS IS OUTSOURCED
AND OUT OF SYNC WITH THE
PROJECT WORKFLOW.
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Contractors and other consultants develop strategies for HVAC, electrical
and plumbing, structure, landscape, construction, etc. Architects are
generally informed of these decisions, but may have limited input on
them, though the impact for the overall design may be significant. Energy
modeling and analysis is generally conducted by consultants during this
period. Results can return during CD phase or even later! By which point,
the data is of very limited use to design of project.
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ABSTRACT:
Sefaira Concept is a plug-in that runs in Trimble SketchUp, a
3D modeling program with wide usage in architecture design.
Known for its ease of use, SketchUp is particularly useful during
a project’s schematic design phase. Until now, however, it
lacked robust analysis tools. Sefaira Concept ﬁlls that gap and
allows designers to explore a variety of options for reducing

WITH A TOOL LIKE SEFAIRA CONCEPT, ENERGY MODELING CAN OCCUR
DURING SCHEMATIC DESIGN, EARLY ENOUGH TO HAVE A DIRECT IMPACT
ON INITIAL PROJECT PLANNING DECISIONS.

energy impact early in a project’s life. Before a tool of this
nature existed, energy modeling and analysis would be done by
consultants with more specialized knowledge and at a point in
the design process where it was too late to inform the design.
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A program like Sefaira Concept could have a major impact
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Contractors and other consultants develop strategies for HVAC, electrical and plumbing,
structure, landscape, construction, etc. Architects have a tool, allowing them to generate
data on strategies currently under consideration in-house or by consultants and return
real-time results about them. The impact this workflow could have on the overall design
is obviously significant. Not only will a better project result, but the team members can
cross-pollinate ideas for the best effect.
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on the ease with which a ﬁrm can bring sustainable design
practices into their workﬂow. While far from being a perfect
solution, having easy access to reliable energy analysis data
could someday make principles of sustainable design as obvious
and integrated into the design process as formal and spatial
principles are now. This collaboration between Boora Architects
and Portland State University tests Sefaira Concept with realworld data from a project currently in development by Boora in
order to gain firsthand experience of the plug-in’s potential for
deployment within the firm.

EVALUATING SEFAIRA:

USING RESPONSE CURVES TO ISOLATE
THE “SWEET SPOT” FOR FLOOR R-VALUE

BEST STRATEGIES DETAILED, % & RAW DATA

A R E S E A R C H C O L L A B O R AT I O N , C O N T .

RESEARCH PROJECT WORKFLOW:
• Rework SketchUp model to suggested Sefaira guidelines for
import compatibility (remove all extra detail, walls cannot have
any thickness assigned, no interior walls or other structure,
correct all surface normals, verify model is “water-tight”, etc.)

• Assign entity types to appropriate SketchUp model parts
(Sefaira recognizes 7 entity types: floor, wall, internal wall, party
wall, roof, glazing and shading).

RESEARCH RESULTS:
• Two major strategies were explored: improved R-values for materials and better
performing glazing.
• Improved R-values strategy could contribute up to 7% reduction in Annual Energy
Consumption & a 27% reduction in Annual Space Heating.
• Better Glazing strategy could contribute up to 3% reduction in Annual Energy
• Input baseline data as required to meet Oregon Energy
Efficiency Specialty Code (incl. utility rates, occupancy and
space usage, local energy resource mix, climate data, etc.)
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• Establish baseline concepts and interpret results to determine
new strategies (see Research Results)
• Troubleshoot process as necessary
• Present results of research process & make purchase
recommendation

Consumption & a 13% reduction in Annual Space Heating.
• Sefaira showed that little benefit would be gained from spending a lot of time on
overhang or brise-soleil configurations.
• These results were delivered to Boora team early in Design Development phase. This was
early enough to impact design decisions and can help inform future choices.
• Sefaira software has some severe issues & limitations, but is probably worth investing in
for its future potential impact on early schematic design phase energy modeling.

